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Abstract. Text appearing in video provides semantic knowledge and significant 
information for video indexing and retrieval system. This paper proposes an ef-
fective method for text detection in video based on the similarity in stroke width 
of text (which is defined as the distance between two edges of a stroke). From 
the observation that text regions can be characterized by a dominant fixed 
stroke width, edge detection with local adaptive thresholds is first devised to 
keep text- while reducing background-regions. Second, morphological dilation 
operator with adaptive structuring element size determined by stroke width 
value is exploited to roughly localize text regions. Finally, to reduce false alarm 
and refine text location, a new multi-frame refinement method is applied. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed method is not only robust to different 
levels of background complexity, but also effective to different fonts (size, 
color) and languages of text. 

1   Introduction 

The need for efficient content-based video indexing and retrieval has increased due to 
the rapid growth of video data available to consumers. For this purpose, text in video, 
especially the superimposed text, is the most frequently used since it provides high-
level semantic information about video content and it has distinctive visual character-
istic. Therefore, the success in video text detection and recognition would have a great 
impact on multimedia applications such as image categorization [1], video summari-
zation [2], and lecture video indexing [3]. 

Many efforts have been made for text detection in image and video. Regarding the 
way used to locate text regions, text detection methods can be classified into three ap-
proaches: connected component (CC)-based method [4, 5, 6], texture-based method 
[7, 8], and edge-based method [9, 10]. The CC-based method is based on the analysis 
of geometrical arrangement of edges or homogeneous color that belongs to characters. 
Alternatively, the texture-based method treats text region as a special type of texture 
and employs learning algorithms, e.g., neural network [8], support vector machine 
(SVM) [11], to extract text. In general, the texture-based method is more robust than 
the CC-based method in dealing with complex background. However, the main draw-
backs of this method are its high complexity and inaccuracy localization. 
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Another popularly studied method is the edge-based method, which is based on the 
fact that text regions have abundant edges. This method is widely used due to its fast 
performance in detecting text and its ability to keep geometrical structure of text. The 
method in [9] detects edges in an image and then uses the fixed size horizontal, verti-
cal morphological dilation operations to form text line candidate. Real text regions are 
identified by using the SVM. Two disadvantages of this method are its poor perform-
ance in case of complex background and the use of fixed size structuring element in 
dilation operations. 

To deal with the background complexity problem, edge detection-based method 
should be accompanied by a local threshold algorithm. In [10], the image is first di-
vided into small windows. A window is considered to be complex if the “number of 
blank rows” is smaller than a certain specific value. Then, in the edge detection step, a 
higher threshold is assigned for these complex windows. However, the “number of 
blank rows” criterion appears sensitive to noise and not strong enough to handle dif-
ferent text sizes. Therefore, how to design an effective local threshold algorithm for 
detecting edge is still a challenging problem of text detection in video.  

The main problem of the above existing methods is that they are not robust to dif-
ferent text colors, sizes, and background complexity, since they simply use either 
general segmentation method or some prior knowledge. In this paper, we attempt to 
discover the intrinsic characteristic of text (namely the stroke width similarity) and 
then exploit it to build a robust method for text detection in video. From the knowl-
edge of font system, it turns out that, if characters are in the same font type and size, 
their stroke widths are almost constant. In another view, a text region can be consid-
ered as a region with a dominant fixed stroke width value. Therefore, the similarity in 
stroke width can be efficiently used as a critical characteristic to describe the text re-
gion in video frame.  

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follow: 

• Exploiting the similarity in stroke width characteristic of text to build an effective 
edge detection method with local adaptive threshold algorithm. 

• Implementing a stroke-based method to localize text regions in video. 
• Designing a multi-frame refinement method which can not only refine the text lo-

cation but also enhance the quality of the detected text. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed method 
for text detection in video. To demonstrate its effectiveness, experimental results are 
given in Section 3. In Section 4, the concluding remarks are drawn.   

2   Proposed Method 

In the proposed method, text regions in video are detected through three processes. 
First, edge detection with local adaptive threshold algorithm is applied to reveal text 
edge pixels. Second, dilation morphological operator with adaptive structuring ele-
ment size is exploited in the stroke-based localization process to roughly localize text 
regions. Finally, a multi-frame refinement process is applied to reduce false alarm, re-
fine the location, and enhance the quality of each text region. Figure 1 shows the flow 
chart of the proposed system. 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed text detection method 

2.1   Motivation 

From the knowledge of font system, it turns out that, if characters are in the same font 
type and font size, their stroke widths are almost constant. Therefore, in the proposed 
method, the stroke width similarity is used as a clue to characterize text regions in 
frame. Generally, the width of any stroke (of both text and non-text objects) can be 
calculated as distance (measured in pixel) in horizontal direction between its double-
edge pixels. Figure 2(a) shows an example of double-edge pixels (A and B). It can be 
seen from the figure that stroke widths from different characters are almost similar. 

 

A
B

Scan line

(a) (b)    
Fig. 2. An example of text image. (a) Text image. (b) Edge values for the scan line in (a), wt is 
the stroke width value. 

 
In general, the color of text often contrasts to its local background. Therefore, for 

any double-edge pixels of a stroke, this contrast makes an inversion in sign of the 
edge values, i.e. the gradient magnitude of edge pixels, in horizontal direction (dx) be-
tween two pixels on the left- and right-hand side of the stroke. Figure 2(b) shows the 
corresponding edge values in horizontal direction of a given horizontal scan line in 
Fig. 2(a); it is clear that the stroke can be modeled as double-edge pixels within a cer-
tain range, delimited by a positive and a negative peak nearby. By using the double-
edge pixel model to describe the stroke, we can take the advantages of: 1) Reducing 
the effect of noise; 2) Applicability even with low-quality edge image. 

2.2   Edge Detection with Local Adaptive Threshold Algorithm 

First, the Canny edge detector with a low threshold is applied to video frame to keep 
all possible text edge pixels and each frame is divided into M × N blocks, typically 
8 × 8 or 12× 8. Second, by analyzing the similarity in stroke width corresponding to 
each block, blocks are classified into two types: simple blocks and complex blocks. 
Then, a suitable threshold algorithm for each block type is used to determine the 
proper threshold for each block. Finally, the final edge image is created by applying 
each block with the new proper threshold. 
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2.2.1   Block Classification 
For each block, we create a stroke width set which is the collection of all stroke width 
candidates contained in this block. Due to the similarity in stroke width of characters, 
the values in the stroke width set of the text region on the simple background are con-
centrated on some close values. Whereas stroke width candidates of the text region on 
the complex background or background region may also be created by other back-
ground objects. As a result, the element values in this set may spread over a wide 
range of values. Therefore, text regions on a simple background can be characterized 
by a smaller value of the standard deviation of stroke width than those on other re-
gions. 

Based on this different characteristic, blocks in the frame are classified into two 
types: simple blocks and complex blocks. A block is classified as a simple one if the 
standard deviation of stroke width values is smaller than a given specific value. Oth-
erwise, it will be classified as a complex one. For the simple block, the threshold of 
the edge detector should be relatively low to detect both low-contrast and high-contrast 
texts. On the contrary, the threshold for the complex block should be relatively high 
to eliminate background and highlight text. 

2.2.2   Local Adaptive Threshold Algorithm 
In each block, the stroke width value corresponding to text objects often dominates in 
population of the stroke width set. Therefore, it can be estimated by calculating the 
stroke width with the maximum stroke width histogram value. Let tw denote the 
stroke width value of text, tw  can be defined as: 

( )maxt
l

w H l= , (1) 

where H(l) is the value on the block’s stroke width histogram with stroke width l. 
From the set of all double-edge pixels, we construct two rough sets: the text 

set tS and the background set bgS . The tS  represents the set of all pixels which are 
predicted as text edge pixels whereas the bgS represents the set of all predicted back-
ground edge pixels. tS and bgS are constructed as follow: 

{ , | , , ( , ) }t tS i j i j E w i j w= ∈ = , (2) 

{ , | , , ( , ) }bg tS i j i j E w i j w= ∈ ≠ , (3) 

where E is the edge map of the block and w(i, j) denotes the stroke width between the 
double-edge pixels i and j. Note that tS and bgS are only the rough sets of the text 
edge pixels and background edge pixels, since only edge pixels with gradient direc-
tion in horizontal are considered during the stroke width calculation process. 

Thresholds for the simple block and the complex block are determined as follow: 

• In the simple block case, the text lies on clear background. Therefore, the threshold 
is determined as the minimum edge value of all edge pixels belonging to tS in order 
to keep text information and simplify the computational process. 

• In the complex block case, to determine the suitable threshold for the edge detector 
is much more difficult. Applying general thresholding methods does not often give 
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a good result since these methods are used for classifying general problems, not for 
such a specific problem as separating text from background. In this paper, by dis-
covering the similarity in stroke width of text, we can roughly estimate the text set 
and background set as tS and bgS . Therefore, the problem of finding an appropriate 
threshold in this case can be converted into another but easier problem of finding 
appropriate threshold to correctly separate the two sets: tS and bgS . 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the pro-
posed local adaptive threshold 
algorithm 

Fig. 4. Edge detection results. (a) Original Image. Edge  
detection using (b) constant threshold, (c) proposed local 
adaptive threshold algorithm. 

 
Let r denote the edge value (gradient magnitude) of a pixel in a block, 
( )th r and ( )bgh r denote the histograms of the edge values corresponding to the text 

set tS  and background set bgS , respectively. According to [12], if the form of the two 
distributions is known or assumed, it is possible to determine an optimal threshold (in 
term of minimum error) for segmenting the image into the two distinct sets. And the 
optimal threshold, denoted as T, can be revealed as the root of the equation: 

( ) ( )t t bg bgp h T p h T× = × , (4) 

where tp  and bgp ( bgp = 1 tp− ) are the probabilities of a pixel to be in tS  and bgS
 

sets, respectively. Consequently, the appropriate threshold for the complex block is 
determined as the value which satisfies or approximately satisfies equation (4). 
Figure 3 shows flowchart of the local adaptive threshold algorithm. Figure 4 shows 
the results of edge detection method on video frame in Fig. 4(a) by using only one 
constant threshold (Fig. 4(b)), in comparison with using the proposed local adaptive 
thresholds (Fig. 4(c)). The pictures show that the proposed method could eliminate 
more background pixels while still conserves text pixels. 
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2.3   Stroke-Based Text Localization 

After edge detection process, dilation morphological operator is applied to the edge 
detected video frame for highlighting text regions. The size of the structuring element 
is adaptively determined by the stroke width value.  

When applying the dilation operator, one of the most important factors that need to 
be considered is the size of the structuring element. If this size is set too small, the 
text area cannot be filled wholly. As the result, this area can be regarded as non-text 
area. In contrast, if this size is set too large, text can be mixed with the surrounding 
background. This problem results in increasing the number of false alarms. Moreover, 
using only a fixed size of the structure element, as in Chen et al.’s [9] method, is not 
applicable for texts of different sizes.  

11….11 11….11

2wt+1

 

Fig. 5. Structure element of the dilation operation (wt is the stroke width value) 

In this paper, we determine the size of the structure element based on the stroke 
width value which is already revealed in the edge detection process. More specifi-
cally, for each block, we apply a dilation operator of the size: ( (2 1) 1tw× + × ) at 
which the stroke width is tw  as shown in Fig. 5. This size is satisfactory to wholly fill 
the character as well as connect neighborhood characters together. Moreover, using 
block-based dilation with suitable structure element shape makes it applicable for text 
with different sizes, at different locations in video frame. Figure 6(a) shows the image 
using the proposed dilation operators. 

 

(a) (b) (c)  

Fig. 6. Text localization and refinement process (a) Dilated image (b) Text regions candidates 
(c) Text regions after being refined by multi-frame refinements 

After dilation process, connected component analysis is performed to create text re-
gion candidates. Then, based on the characteristic of text, the following simple criteria 
for filtering out non-text regions are applied: 1) the height of the region is between 8 
and 35; 2) the width of the region must be larger than the height; 3) the number of 
edge pixel must be two times larger than the width based on the observation that text 
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region should have abundant edge pixels. Figure 6(b) shows the text region candidates 
after applying these criteria.   

2.4   Multi-frame Refinement 

Multi-frame integration has been used for the purpose of text verification [13], or text 
enhancement [14]. However, temporal information for the purpose of text refinement 
in frame, which often plays an important role in increasing the accuracy of text seg-
mentation and recognition steps afterward, has not been utilized so far. In this paper, 
we propose a multi-frame based method to refine the location of text by further elimi-
nating background pixels in the rough text regions detected in the previous steps. 
Moreover, the quality of text is also improved by selecting the most suitable frame, 
i.e. the frame at which text is displayed clearest, in the frame sequence. By using our 
method, the enhanced text region doesn’t cause the blurring problem as in text en-
hancement of Li et al.’s method [14]. 

First, a multi-frame verification [13] is applied to reduce the number of false 
alarms. For each of m consecutive frames in a video sequence, a text region candidate 
is considered as a true text region only if existing at least n (n<m) similar text regions 
T0, T1, …, Tn-1 appearing in n different frames. Tk (k = 0, 1...n-1) is the region of the 
corresponding frame received after edge detection process.  

Let call T the stationary edge image of the corresponding text region candidate. 
The pixel value at location (x, y) of T is determined as follows: 

,        ( , )
( , )

,                 ,

n-1

k
k=0

edge pixel if I x y
T x y

non edge pixel otherwise

θ
⎧

>⎪= ⎨
⎪
⎩

∑
 (5) 

where θ is a specific threshold and Ik (x, y) is defined as: 

1,        ( , )   
( , )

0,                 .
k

k
if T x y is edge pixel

I x y
otherwise

⎧
= ⎨
⎩

 (6) 

Refer to (5), T(x, y) is an edge pixel if at the location (x, y), an edge pixel appears 
more than θ times, otherwise, T(x, y) is a non-edge pixel. In the proposed method, the 
θ is set equal to [ 3/ 4]n×  in order to reduce the effect of noise. Based on the station-
ary characteristic of text, almost all background pixels are removed in T. However, 
this integration process may also remove some text edge pixels. In order to recover 
the lost text edge pixels, a simple edge recovery process is performed. A pixel in T is 
marked as edge pixel if it’s two neighborhoods in the horizontal, vertical, or diagonal 
direction are edge pixels. After the recovery process, T can be seen as the edge image 
of the true text regions. Therefore, the precise text location of the corresponding text 
region can be obtained by calculating the bounding box of edge pixels contained in T. 

In order to enhance the quality of the text, we extract the most suitable frame in the 
frame sequence where text appears clearest. Based on the fact that a text region is 
clearest if the corresponding edge image contains almost text pixels, the most suitable 
frame is extracted if the edge image of its text region is the best matching with T. In 
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other words, we choose the frame whose edge image Tk (k = 0,.., n-1) is the most 
similar with T. The MSE (Mean Squared Error) measurement is used to measure the 
similarity between two regions. The effectiveness of using multi-frame refinement is 
manifested in Fig. 6(c). Comparing to Fig. 6(b), two false alarms are removed and all 
of true text regions have more precise bounding boxes. 

3   Experimental Result 

Due to the lack of a standard database for the problem of text detection in video, in 
order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we have collected a num-
ber of videos from various sources for a test database. Text appearance varies with 
different color, orientation, language, and character font size (from 8pt to 90pt). The 
video frame formats are 512×384 and 720×480 pixels. The test database can be di-
vided into three main categories: news, sport, and drama. Table 1 shows the video 
length and the number of ground-truth text regions contained in each video category. 
Totally, there are 553 ground-truth text regions in the whole video test database. 

Table 1. Properties of video categories 

 Drama  Sport News 

Video length  15 minute 32 minute 38 minute 
Text regions 126 202 225 

 
For quantitative evaluation, the detected text region is considered as the correct one 

if the intersection of the detected text region (DTR) and the ground-truth text region 
(GTR) covers more than 90% of this DTR and 90% of this GTR. The efficiency of 
our detection method is assessed in terms of three measurements (which are defined 
in [10]): Speed, Detection Rate, and Detection Accuracy.  

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare the per-
formance of the proposed method with that of the typical edge-based method proposed 
by Lyu et al. [10], and the method using 3 processes: edge detection with a constant 
threshold, text localization with fixed size dilation operations (similar to the algorithm 
in [9]), and multi-frame refinement. Let call it “constant threshold” method. 

Table 2 shows the number of correct and false DTRs for three video categories. It 
can be seen from the table that not only does the proposed method create the highest 
number of correct DTRs but it also produces the smallest number of false DTRs in 
every case. Our method is obviously stronger than the others even in the case of news 
category (the number of false DTRs is about only a half compared to other methods). 
It is more difficult to detect text in news video since the background is changing fast 
and texts have variable sizes with different contrast levels to the background. The 
proposed method could overcome these problems since it successfully exploits the 
self characteristic of text (the stroke similarity), which is invariant to the background 
complexity as well as different font sizes and colors of text.  

Table 3 gives a summary of the detection rate and the detection accuracy of the 
three methods tested on the whole video test database. The proposed method achieved 
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Table 2. Number of correct and false DTRs 

 Drama Sport News 

Correct DTRs 96 154 185 Lyu et al. [10] 
False DTRs 16 26 38 

Correct DTRs 109 152 189 
Constant threshold 

False DTRs 19 32 46 
Correct DTRs 114 179 205 

Proposed Method 
False DTRs 11 20 21 

 
the highest accuracy with the detection rate of 90.1% and the detection accuracy of 
90.5%. This encouraging result shows that our proposed method is an effective solu-
tion to the background complexity problem of text detection in video. It can be seen 
from the table that the proposed method is faster than Lyu et al.’s [10] method and a 
bit lower than using constant threshold method which is obviously clear since we 
need to scan the frame with different thresholds. Moreover, the processing time of 
0.18s per frame meets the requirement for real-time applications. 

Figure 7 shows some more examples of the results we got. In these pictures, all the 
text strings are detected and their bounding boxes are relatively tight and accurate. 

 
Table 3. Text detection accuracy 

 
Correct 
DTRs 

False 
DTRs 

Detection 
Rate  

Detection   
Accuracy  

Speed 
(Sec/frame) 

Lyu et al. [10] 435 80 78.7 % 84.5 % 0.23s 
Constant threshold  450 97 81.4 % 82.3 % 0.16s 
Proposed Method 498 52 90.1 % 90.5 % 0.18s 

 

 

Fig. 7. Some pictures of detected text regions in frames 
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4   Conclusion 

This paper presents a comprehensive method for text detection in video. Based on the 
similarity in stroke width of text, an effective edge detection method with local adap-
tive thresholds is applied to reduce the background complexity. The stroke width  
information is further utilized to determine the structure element size of the dilation 
operator in the text localization process. To reduce the false alarm as well as refine 
the text location, a new multi-frame refinement method is applied. Experimental re-
sults with a large set of videos demonstrate the efficiency of our method with the de-
tection rate of 90.1% and detection accuracy of 90.5%. Based on these encouraging 
results, we plan to continue research on text tracking and recognition for a real time 
text-based video indexing and retrieval system. 
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